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We take full responsibility from the beginning to the end of 
any project. 
All work is carefully scheduled and fully supervised. 
All our furniture is made and fitted by our own skilled craftsmen. 
All tradesmen are fully qualified and insured. 
All quotations are itemised. 
All furniture is guaranteed for 10 years. 

since1983TOTAL REASSURANCE

“Our furniture is designed by us
specifically for you and is made 
at our own workshop enabling us 
to offer good value whilst not
compromising on quality.”
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Mainstay Designs is a family company established in 1983 

by husband and wife team, Colin and Marlene Greenhalgh. 

Our designers, project managers and team of skilled

craftsmen have grown in number steadily over time to keep

pace with a constant flow of furniture design challenges and

building projects.

Offering a comprehensive range of design,

manufacture and building services from total renovation

works to the creation and installation of fine furniture, we

relish the challenges every new project brings.
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ROOFS

SKYLIGHTS LIGHTWELLS DOORS & WINDOWS

EXTERIORS

4THROUGHOUT YOUR HOME

STAIRWELLS CABINETRY

BEDROOMS KITCHENS

BATHROOMS WETROOMS

STUDIO FLATS BASEMENTS

RECEPTION ROOMS

PODS

INTERIORS
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Using only the highest specification

fixtures and fittings and available in a

choice of select timbers and styles, your

furniture is designed and manufactured

exclusively for you. 

The unique detailing in this distinctive cherry &
maple kitchen is complemented exquisitely by the
striking granite splash backs and worktops as well as
the feature handles and knobs in perfect contrast to
the cool mirror effect fridge and stainless steel
appliances and accessories. 

The vibrant yellow Aga and

feature keystone, granite work

surfaces and pearlescent, deep

blue floor tiles combine with the

finely crafted, intricate detailing 

of the oak furniture to create a

stunning kitchen. 

bold
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High tech modern appliances and

stainless steel accessories combine

seamlessly with solid wood or hand

painted furniture within a traditional

setting.

elegant



contemporary
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Choose from a wide

range of colours from

our ICI professional

colour palette

Practical and chic, our lacquer

range is perfect for modern day

living. Available in the colour of your

choice in a durable, high gloss, satin

or matt lacquer finish.
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We manage a diverse range of projects
from total renovations to the design and
manufacture of an individual piece of
bespoke furniture. 

Every project is carried out to the highest
standard with careful attention to detail
and without compromising on quality.

Regardless of the size or complexity of
any project that we undertake, we are
committed to providing you with the
most professional services at every
stage from our first visit through to
completion. 
.

professional
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co-ordinated

To reflect your personal taste and to
fit in with your lifestyle our team works
in close partnership with you
coordinating all trades and schedules
from the planning stage onwards
throughout your project. 

If you have a set budget or if you would
like to spread the cost; we can organize
and manage phased works to suit your
personal needs accordingly.
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COMFORT
Thousands of precision

engineered components contour

to the natural curves of the body

making sleep a completely new

experience.

CONSISTENCY
The unique use of stainless steel

extension springs within the

system ensures that it will not

deteriorate despite many years 

of use.

HYGIENE
Designed with hygiene as a

priority, the structure is easy-

clean throughout with all padding

removable and washable.

AIR FLOW
Within the structure a void allows

excellent air circulation, helping to

regulate the body’s temperature

throughout the night.

ADAPTABILITY
Modular construction therefore

easy to deliver and simple to

lengthen. Outer frame with

interchangeable panels allows

for endless styling options. 

ENVIRONMENT
Developed and created with

environmental sustainability in

mind, the unique patented

technology is a radical leap away

from throwaway mattress

technology. 

As well as our commissioned work,

we have developed and created our

own state of the art Ammique®

branded technology. 

Developed after extensive research into

the designs of mattresses and how they

fail when it comes to long term sustained

levels of body contouring support,

cleanliness and other important health

and wellbeing considerations; the

patented Ammique technology

addresses all the problems associated

with mattress technology and is a major

technological advancement. 

Taken from the roman numerals                

for 2001 and              the abbreviation for

quest; Ammique epitomizes perfectly our

quest for better sleep in the 21st century. 
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THE AMMIQUE BED is a sustainable,
ergonomically designed sleep system
comprising of a robust, mattress-less
support structure and mechanism held
within an adaptable outer frame capable
of offering the highest level of long term,
body contouring support. Instead of a
mattress, three layers of removable &
washable padding (Ammique
Coversofts) are provided with each

Ammique Bed and each are tailored to fit
neatly over the support surface. The
modular construction of the Ammique
Bed allows for any length and its outer
frame accommodates a wide range of
interchangeable, decorative side and
end panels enabling the Ammique Bed to
be customized easily to suit individual
tastes and changing trends.

endless possibilities....
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Mainstay Designs

Design Studio

10–12 Silver Street  

Midsomer Norton  

Bath  BA3 2EX   

Telephone 01761 415427  

Facsimile 01761 411508   

Email info@mainstaydesigns.com

Web www.mainstaydesigns.com

PAY US A VISIT
Drive up the hill a few yards from the High
Street in Midsomer Norton and as you head
out of town towards the Mendips; you’ll spot
on the right the rich claret fascia  of our
Design Studio in Silver Street.

Established in 1983 and based 10 miles south of  Bath, Mainstay
Designs is a family company offering a comprehensive range of
design and building services.  

Since 1983 our team at Mainstay Designs has grown steadily to keep
pace with an increasing number of projects; the majority of which are
generated by client referrals.

Behind the rich claret fascia and contemporary frontage of our Design
Studio in Midsomer Norton, we love working and living in Somerset
and enjoy the diverse nature of our work relishing the challenges that
every new project brings.

As well as our commissioned work, we have developed and created
our own state of the art Ammique® branded technology.

Within our studio all the furniture we use including a kitchen, wall to
wall hardwood cabinets and even our desks have been designed and
manufactured by us. 

Also on show with a vibrant, fused glass back-lit headboard is the
Ammique Bed; a unique body support and sleep system and our own
patented design. 

Our Design Studio is open Monday to Friday and at other times at your
convenience so if you would like to know more about us, please pop in
or give us a call. 

If you would like to talk through some ideas about a project you’re
planning for your home, or if you would like to see and test rest the
Ammique Bed, why not visit us at our Design Studio. Or if you prefer,
simply call or email and we’ll arrange to visit you.
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